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Paranormal Dating Agency Book 13 - STANDALONE***You don't have to read any of the other

books in the series to read this one. It's 100% standalone***A female Prowl Leader? Unthinkable.

ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s what Becca Duran has dealt with since the sudden, tragic death of her brother. Now,

the leopard council demands she mates an alpha, whether she loves him or not. Given no choice,

Becca takes a chance on Gerri WilderÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s PDA. It should be simple. Get a match and move

on. Except, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hard (thick and hard) with large muscles and a

panty-wetting smile. Jaylon Ross has thirty days to find a mate to help solidify his pack or face the

consequences of an unhappy council. Forcing his hand, he makes an appointment with Gerri for

help, but stumbles into the answer to his prayers in the heart of Manhattan. A sexy, curvy, sarcastic

feline he dreams of stroking and wants to hear purr.The two collide and more than instant sparks

ignite with an attraction neither can ignore. Of course, nothing is as easy as it seems.

BeccaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s past and JaylonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s present throw a monkey wrench into what should be

so simple. Now they fight to find a way to stay together. Oh, and alive.Reader's Note: This book is

smoking hot. Like it dirty? With biting, scratching and...you know? If you do, check this baby out. It's

sure to please your dirty mind. If you don't like these types of romances, keep it moving.
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This book was soooo good...It was a very emotional story that I could not put down... My heart

broke for Becca so much loss and betrayal in her life that finding Jaylon seems to good to be

true.....Jaylon makes a deal to find a mate in 30 days he contacts Gerri for help to satisfy his pack,

never expecting to run into his mate on his own in the city or that she was also there to meet Gerri

Wilder to appease her prime and find a mate... The sparks fly and nothing is simple for these two

but they wont give up without a fight... I loved this book ...

I really enjoy this series and this book was another great addition. Jaylon and Becca are nothing like

they "expected" their mate to be, but Gerri Wilder has a great way of ignoring what people say they

want and instead finding what they need.the story had some twists i didn't expect and I couldn't put

the book down until it was finished.

A great read, ready loved Becca and was interesting seeing how things went between Becca and

Jaylon. Looking forward to the next one and what the author will come up with next

Two powerful alphas need to find mates to satisfy their ruling councils. They give Gerri their

requirements and she gives them who they need. This is a fun read with old lovers finding each

other again, attempted murder, a psychotic cougar and general mayhem. This series is part of a

entertaining series. Enjoy I did.

I absolutely love the Paranormal Dating Agency series. Becca and Jaylon were delightful to read

about and I truly enjoyed their journey to their HEA. I did notice we didn't get much interaction with

Geri Wilder but that didn't take away from the story look forward to the next book in the series.

This author is very talented and creative? I have been hooked on this series from book one and

each book only gets better as the series goes on. The characters are awesome, their plenty of

action, passion, and steamy love scenes that leaves you saying ahhh. Highly recommend and keep

them coming.

This is an awesome book, loved how two such dynamically opposites come together to find their



perfect happy ending. So many surprises! We get to see another couple get their second chance

and even Gerri gets a hint of romance. Gotta read it to figure out what happens. :-)

Both Alphas, both leaders, neither think they are ready to mate; both councils from both sides think

it's time. Do they know each other, no. But Gerri Wilder does and she thinks they're perfect for each

other.Read the book and laugh, cry, and get darn mad.
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